INTRODUCTION
At the very basic level any firm faces two main decisions concerning the management of inventory: When should new stock be ordered and in what quantities? With regard to the order quantity, that minimizes inventory related costs. The classical EOQ (economic order quantity) model remains the basic inventory model even when it is not applicable in real life business situations in most cases. In inventory related literature, the answer to the question of when to order is given with reference to the ROP (reorder point), and the point at which the replenishment order should be initiated so that the facility receives the inventory in time to maintain its target level of service. In the static and deterministic model, the ROP is the simple multiplication of the number of lead days and the daily demand. It means that every time the inventory falls to the ROP level, an order must be initiated. And the order quantity is given by the EOQ model which is based on cost minimization. The EOQ is the balance between order and holding costs attached with the inventory. The order cost is made up of fixed and variable costs, whereas the holding cost consist of costs of maintenance. The formula is: Q = √ [2CoD/Cc] Q is the order quantity per order, D is the demand per year Co is the fixed cost which the warehouse incurs every time it places an order Cc is the inventory carrying or holding cost per unit per year, and Notice that it highlights two important insights regarding the EOQ model. These are: 1. Optimum order size is a balance between the holding cost and the fixed order cost. 2. Total inventory cost is related with order size, but the relationship is not significant.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The aim of inventory management is to seize the inventory at lowest possible cost, given the objective to ensure uninterrupted supplies for ongoing operations. While making decisions on inventory, management has to find a trade-off between different cost components like, compromise between costs of inventory supply, inventory holding costs and costs resulting from insufficient inventory [2] .
Economic order quantity is the order quantity that minimizes the sum value of total stock holding costs and total ordering costs. The framework used to determine this order quantity is known as Basic EOQ Model. It is the oldest classical production scheduling model. a. All demand is satisfied as there are no limits on capital availability. b. The rate of demand is continuous, constant and known. c. Replenishment lead time is constant and known. d. There is a constant price of product, independent of order quantity or time. e. There is no interaction between multiple items of inventory and no inventory in transit. The importance of this EOQ formula can be comprehended from a survey conducted on two hundred manufacturing firms in the USA, which states that the solutions contributed to a significant inventory reduction achieved by these firms. And the solutions were mainly such strategies as better forecasts in supply chain management, supplier managed inventory, the adoption of cycle counting and better training techniques [6].
III. VARIANT DETERMINISTIC MODEL
A model for a single-stage system in which we manage inventory of a single item is developed in this section. The purpose of this model is to determine how much to purchase (order quantity) and when to place the order (the reorder point). The common assumption is that, demand occurs continuously at a constant and known rate. In this simple model the demand is satisfied on time. Assumptions of the model are: 
Proposed Variant Demonstration:
There is another alternative derivation of this formula; Say for Q 1 order quantity and Q 2 order quantity the total inventory cost is same. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The model we have presented is the basic economic order quantity (EOQ) model. This model is studied first owing to its simplicity. Simplicity and restrictive modeling assumptions usually go together, and the EOQ model is not an exception. However, the presence of these modeling assumptions does not mean that the model cannot be used in practice. There are many situations in which this model will produce good results. Another advantage is that the model gives the optimal solution in closed form. This allows us to gain insights about the behavior of the inventory system. And the closed-form solution is also easy to compute.
